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RESEARCH GROUPS

Nils Brünner and Carl Borrebaeck both emphasise the importance of collaboration between laboratories and clinics – and of commercialising research results
to bring them to patients. Each of them heads a successful group in cancer
research, which is one of the region’s largest research areas along with e.g. diabetes and metabolic diseases, neuroscience, stem cell research, bio-based raw
materials and biorefinery.
• Carl Borrebaeck is the man
behind the cancer research
institution CREATE Health,
where researchers from four
faculties at Lund University
and the Skåne University
Hospital in Lund combine
their energy. The research
centre has been celebrated
in evaluations and given rise
to a number of successful
companies. Among the

successful results brought
forth there is a test expected
to save the lives of many
more patients with pancreatic cancer.
• Nils Brünner, Professor of
Pathology and Biomedicine
at the University of Copenhagen, has in recent years
founded a biotech company,
headed a Chinese collabora-

tion in the form of a research
centre for breast cancer
research, and helped initiate
the new national Danish
Comprehensive Cancer
Centre. The most important
characteristic of his research
group is, according to Nils
Brünner, that they are good
at transferring knowledge
and questions between the
laboratory and the clinic.

SPOTLIGHT ON CANCER
– One of many thriving research areas in the region
Cancer is one of the many large and important research areas in the life sciences in Medicon
Valley, along with e.g. metabolic diseases and diabetes, stem cell research and neuroscience,
biorefinery and bio-based raw materials. For all of these areas – and for smaller-scale research
areas such as reproduction, coagulation, chemical ecology, genomics and metagenomics – there
are also many successful research groups.

RESEARCH GROUPS:
Cancer in focus

A research group in molecular neurogenetics at Lund
University recently developed a method for producing diseased, aging brain cells in a tissue culture dish
in order to perform experiments on them. Another
international research group led by researchers from
X-ray and Neutron Science at the Niels Bohr Institute at the University of Copenhagen x-rayed cells
that were infected with malaria and found potential
targets for the development of new, intelligent medicines. A research group at SLU in Alnarp received 32
million Swedish crowns to develop new plants and
crops to produce oil that will be able to replace fossil
fuel. The examples of highly qualified and interesting
research groups in the region are many.
In this analysis, we have chosen to highlight two
research groups from within the field of cancer research, both of which focus on bringing research results
to patients as quickly as possible, primarily by commercialising them. One of the research groups, led
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by Professor of Immunotechnology Carl Borrebaeck,
is on the Swedish side of the Øresund Strait at Lund
University/LTH, and the other, led by Professor of
Pathology and Biomedicine Nils Brünner at the University of Copenhagen, is on the Danish side.
Cancer research is performed at many of the region’s universities, as well as at other institutions such
as the Danish Cancer Society (Kræftens Bekæmpelse); Nils Brünner’s research group works with the
society and is thus a concrete example of this.
Carl Borrebaeck and Nils Brünner also exemplify
the collaborative work that takes place across the
Øresund Strait; Both are driving forces behind the
Medicon Valley Alliance Oncology Network, which
gathers Swedish and Danish actors from within the
industry, academia and health care with the ambition
to increase collaboration and knowledge exchange
in the field of cancer research, as well as to stimulate
commercialisation and growth.
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Making a difference for patients with his work is part of the fun for Carl Borrebaeck. He is the man
behind the cancer research institution CREATE Health, where researchers from four faculties at
Lund University and the Skåne University Hospital in Lund combine their energy. Among the successful achievments there is a test expected to save the lives of many more patients with pancreatic cancer. The research centre has also been celebrated in evaluations and given rise to a number
of successful companies.

He believes that what sets CREATE Health
apart is that researchers span many areas of expertise, and that clinicians, technicians, experts from
genomics, proteomics, and health scientists work
across disciplinary boundaries.
– It has made it possible for us to develop new
diagnostic methods, and also immuno-oncological
drugs, and so on, he says.
But the research centre also has external collaborations. One of the projects that Carl Borrebaeck
highlights is a collaboration with Swiss researchers
in the field of immuno-oncology, where
the immune system is used to release the brakes
and attack tumours. Another collaboration, with
China, is focused on pancreatic cancer.
CREATE recently celebrated its 10 year anniversary, when Dr Ulrika Axelsson was appointed as as
deputy head of the center.
Carl Borrebaeck believes that one explanation
for the success of CREATE Health is its structure
as a centre for research and expertise. Every head of
research has been granted extensive freedom, but
also remaines within the framework of translational
cancer research, over boundaries.
– We have been evaluated three times and judged excellent to outstanding. This format works
very well, he says.
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When Carl Borrebaeck and Ulrika Ringdahl, who
with the same diagnosis and the same kind of
was research coordinator at the time, started CREtumours cope with the illness in different ways.
ATE Health in the mid-00’s, their timing couldn’t
That is ascribed in part to psychological resilience.
have been better.
While it is well-documented that it has an effect, it
– At the time, around 2005-2006, a lot of
lacks somatic foundation; that is, which markers,
things were happening in cancer research, and
which genes, which signalling pathways, proteins
personalised medicine was starting to catch on in
and so on can explain it, says Carl Borrebaeck.
the academy. And since we had a great line-up,
A clinical study is currently being done in
our applications for funding to start the centre
Sweden at the hospitals in Halmstad, Växjö and
were very well received. Of 114 applications to
Karlskrona, where patients who have been newly
the Swedish Foundation for Strategic Research,
diagnosed with breast cancer fill out a psycholowe were ranked number one. Since then, it has
gical survey and submit a blood sample, both of
been relatively easy to bring in big money – tens
which are sent to Lund. Researchers then attempt
and even hundreds of millions – for the research,
to find correlations between the psychological surbecause it is precisely the right time, says Carl Borvey, where patients’ mental resilience is plotted in
rebaeck, who is a professor of Immunotechnology
on a scale, and what they have begun to discover
at Lund University.
about the biomarkers.
Today, the centre consists of nine research
– We do a lot of work with biomarkers, in part to
heads, Carl Borrebaeck incluimprove diagnostics; if we discover
”I started the com- the cancer early, it can be cured.
ded, and about 60 additional
researchers who participate
also in order to be able to give
panies understan- But
in the various projects and
patients better treatments, and to,
programmes. It includes resear- ding that we have as it is called, ’stratify patients’:
chers from the Faculty of Med- to get this out to
”You need this treatment and you
icine, the Faculty of Science,
need that treatment”. That is called
and the Faculty of Engineering the patients and to personalised medicine, says Carl
at Lund University (LTH), as
Borrebaeck.
the society.”
well as the clinical operations
The largest area of research
at Skåne University Hospital (SUS)
for CREATE Health, and an area in
in Lund. In addition, a psychologist
which Carl Borrebaeck has been very
from the Faculty of Social Sciences
involved, is pancreatic cancer. Reseat Lund University is participating
archers have found biomarkers that
in the programme Mad for Cancer,
show whether a person has the cancer
which is part of CREATE Health.
already at an early stage of the illness.
Within the programme, research is
That makes it possible to operate –
performed on e.g. psychological resicurrently the only cure for pancreatic
lience; that is, individuals’ power of
cancer – which is not possible at later
resistance to an illness – in this case,
stages. In order to bring the discoCarl Borrebaeck, Professor
to breast cancer.
veries to patients more quickly, Carl
of Immunotechnology at
– We know that cancer patients
Borrebaeck placed them in the comLund University.

pany Immunovia, which has now developed a test
for early diagnosis of the illness. He estimates that
it can raise the number of patients who live five
years after being diagnosed from 4-6% to 50-60%.
Immunovia is just one of the seven or eight
companies with origins in the research at CREATE Health. Carl Borrebaeck has also started
SenzaGen, which markets a method that can replace animal testing; Bioinvent International, which
develops antibody-based pharmaceuticals against
cancer; and Alligator Bioscience, which develops
pharmaceuticals with what he describes as the
hottest area right now: Immuno-oncology. Last
year, Alligator signed a contract with the pharmaceutical company Johnson & Johnson worth six
billion Swedish crowns, which is the largest ever in
its field in Sweden. Bioinvent also recently signed
a contract with Pfizer.
– I started the companies understanding that
we have to get this out to patients and to society.
There are two ways to do that: either we license the
research results, usually to an American company,
and then the research disappears from Sweden,
or we create commercial organisations ourselves
so that we can develop it. In part this also verifies
that the research is applicable, and it also speaks
for its quality that we can do something with it. It
can solve societal problems, says Carl Borrebaeck.
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”IT HAS BEEN RELATIVELY EASY TO BRING IN
BIG MONEY”
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According to Nils Brünner, MD and Professor of Pathology and Biomedicine at the University of
Copenhagen, the close relationship between research and clinics is distinctive for the research
group that surrounds him. In recent years, he has for example co-founded a biotech company,
headed a Chinese collaboration in the form of a research centre for breast cancer research, and
helped initiate the new national Danish Comprehensive Cancer Centre.

Nils Brünner’s research group has its stylish prether out into the system so they reach the patients.
mises at the organisation Kræftens Bekæmpelse in
That is obviously the objective: doing something
Copenhagen. The group is part of the University
for the patients.
of Copenhagen’s Institute for Drug Design and
The group consists of two professors, two
Pharmacology, but they are also part of a unit for
associate professors, a lecturer, a number of postTranslational Cancer Research, where they assist
doctoral researchers, doctoral students, laboratory
researchers from the Danish Cancer Society in
workers and master’s students who also develop
transferring their discoveries to patients.
biomarkers that can help in choosing the right
The group focuses primarily on three research
treatment for the right patient at the right time.
– One of our focuses is investigating how
areas: drug resistance in breast- and intestinal cancer, preventive cancer medicine, and new biomarcancer cells become resistant, and then we make
medicine that goes in and blocks that, so that the
kers for breast-, colorectal-, and prostate cancer.
Their most important characteristic according
cancer cells can be killed by chemotherapy again.
to Nils Brünner is that they are good at transferSo we can cure more patients, says Nils Brünner.
ring knowledge and questions between the laboratory and the clinic.
The research group has at present identified two
drugs that can abolish certain types of drug resi– We perform our basic and applied research
and transfer it to patients as
stance and they are now
quickly as possible, but our de- ”We can develop
forming a new biotech
company in order to secure
parture point is in the medical
questions formulated. We have predictive biomarthat these drugs are taken
discussions with our clinical
through relevant clinical
kers, used to predict
colleagues: What problem does
studies.
whether a patient will
the patient have, why do so
– Another value of these
studies is that when they
many of these patients die; then or will not respond to
molecules being
we go back to the laboratories
a certain type of medi- reveal
and continue researching and
involved in drug resistance,
discussing until we arrive at a
cal cancer treatment” we can develop predictive
plausible solution, he says.
biomarkers, used to predict
whether a patient will or will not
respond to a certain type of mediNils Brünner speaks animatedly about
the importance of commercialising one’s
cal cancer treatment. The predictidiscoveries, since that is the only way
ve biomarker discoveries form the
they can benefit patients.
basis for a second spin-out where
new assay platforms are developed
– We are founding one, possibly two
and the clinical value of the bionew companies now. One is within drug
development and and the other within
markers are validated, he says.
biomarker development, he says, and
He also talks about a large
continues:
project run by the group in which
Nils Brünner, Professor of
– We can’t keep everything to oursel- Pathology and Biomedicine at prescription and cancer registers
ves; we need to send the discoveries fur- the University of Copenhagen. in Denmark, Sweden, Norway and
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Finland are coordinated. The result has shown that
patients who have received a certain type of medicine are not stricken with colorectal cancer as often. After preliminary tests, the research group can
do an intervention study with the pharmaceutical
right away, without the necessity of time-consuming and expensive Phase 1 and Phase 2 studies.
In addition to the research group at the University
of Copenhagen and the unit for Translational Cancer Research at Kræftens Bekæmpelse, Nils Brünner
is also head of the Sino-Danish Breast Cancer Research Centre, which is a cooperative effort between
Danish researchers, primarily from the University of Copenhagen but also from other Danish
universities, and Chinese researchers from Beijing
Genomics Institute. The research aims to develop
methods for customising breast cancer treatments
for every individual, and it has laid the foundation
for some of what the Danish research group at the
Institute for Drug Design and Pharmacology is
working with now.
– We would not have gotten where we are today
without it, and the centre is still active, he says.
Nils Brünner was also one of the initiators of

the Danish Comprehensive Cancer Centre, which
was inaugurated at the beginning of 2017. The
objective of the new national centre is to establish
better cooperation between those who conduct
cancer research in Denmark, to make better and
more comprehensive studies possible, but also to
enable collaboration with equivalent centres in
other European countries and in the USA.
– We are joining the international league and
are now a partner with equal worth as Europe and
the USA. On top of that, we get coordinated patient treatment and research, so there is a general
boost in quality.
Nils Brünner already began researching as a medical
student, and he describes himself as a true enthusiast who cannot stay away from research. He praises
his research group:
– We are good at having a vision and at seeing
connections that others don’t see. Researchers can’t
see them and clinics can’t see them; but when one
has a double education, it can be done. However,
drug and biomarker development is a team effort
and we have therefore established a large national
and international network where we share visions.
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”WE ARE FOUNDING ONE, POSSIBLY TWO
COMPANIES NOW”
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NATIONAL RESEARCH POLICY

The Danish and Swedish governments are both investing in life science research, which is emphasised in plans, commissions and research propositions. The
Danish government is currently working on a growth plan after the Growth Team
for Life Science submitted its recommendations earlier this year. Important
national investments by Denmark and Sweden in the Medicon Valley area include
the research facilities ESS and MAX IV, which are expected to contribute greatly
to life science research in the region.
• The Danish government’s
Growth Team for Life Science
has recommended allocating
more resources to academic
life science research and making it more target-oriented,
whilst also reinforcing the
education of highly qualified
researchers. The Danish
government is currently working on a growth plan.
• Health is foregrounded
as one of the five societal
challenges prioritised for
research funding by the
government in the Swedish

research proposition Forskningspropositionen from
November 2016.

• We have listed 28 life science
research centres of national
interest in the region.

• Biopharma, bioinformatics
and personalised medicine
are important research and
development areas emphasised by the Swedish Minister
of Higher Education and
Research Helene Hellmark
Knutsson. The Swedish government is investing in e.g.
collaboration between academic research and businesses
in biopharma.

• There are a number of
projects and initiatives dedicated to helping the region’s
educational institutions and
businesses exploit the potential that the globally leading
research facilities MAX IV and
European Spallation Source
(ESS) will offer. Danish LINX
concentrates on the business
side, while Swedish Linxs focuses primarily on promoting
research.

NATIONAL RESEARCH POLICY AND INVESTMENTS IN LIFE SCIENCE
NATIONAL RESEARCH
POLICY:
Stategic investments in
the life sciences

Life science research is a top political priority in Denmark and Sweden. There is a particular
focus on health, but also on challenges associated with e.g. biodiversity and climate change-related food issues. Both countries invest large sums in independent research, and also distribute
funds for research in areas deemed important for society.

The Danish catalogue RESEARCH2025, published
in June 2017, presents four research areas considered most important and promising for Denmark in
the coming years:
- New technological opportunities
- Green growth
- Improved health
- Humans and society
The four areas selected have been chosen by the
Danish Agency for Research and Innovation, which
has gathered the viewpoints of departments, regional and municipal representatives, research councils,
RESEARCH IN MEDICON VALLEY • August 2017

universities, vocational colleges, industrial organisations and interest groups on the government’s
behalf. The catalogue does not express any political
prioritisation, but is intended as a foundation for
decisions to come. The last version of the catalogue,
RESEARCH2020, which was published in 2012,
also addressed points such as a society with a green
economy and a society with health and quality of
life as two of four important areas.
In March 2017, the Danish government’s
Growth Team for Life Science presented its recommendations for how to strengthen the international
position of Danish life science in companies, public
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In the Swedish research proposition Forskningspropositionen from November 2016, entitled
’Cooperative knowledge – for society’s challenges
and competitive strength’ (Kunskap i samverkan –
för samhällets utmaningar och stärkt konkurrenskraft), the Swedish government presents its view
on the direction of research policy with a ten-year
perspective, focused particularly on investments
from 2017– 2020. Health is foregrounded as
one of the five societal challenges prioritised for
research funding by the government; the others are
climate and the environment, increased digitalisation, creating a safe, inclusive and sustainable society, and improving performance in the Swedish
school system. A national research program for
antibiotics resistance has been established, and
additional funding has been allocated for the
reinforcement of biobanks and register research.
Life science is also the subject of one of five new
strategic innovation programmes created to coordinate the innovation efforts that will strengthen
Sweden’s competitive profile and take on the societal challenges that have been identified.
In the 2017 budget, 42.6 billion Swedish crowns
were allocated to universities and colleges, including for research and teaching, and 7.9 billion were
designated for other research; the largest apportionment went to the Swedish Research Council.
In December 2016, the Swedish government
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decided to extend the position of the national coordinator for the life science sector, whose task it has
been to support the government’s work and further
strengthen Sweden’s position in life science –
including within research. The coordinator will now
also be working to place the European Medicines
Agency, EMA, in Sweden.
Investments in outstanding research
environments
In 2008, the authorities the Swedish Research
Council, Vinnova, the Swedish Energy Agency,
Forte, and Formas were presented with the task
of selecting a series of research environments as
strategic research environments. The criteria for the
research environments were that they were positioned within one of 24 designated strategic areas, and
that their conditions could maintain excellent international quality in the long-term, that they were
able to help respond to significant societal needs
and find solutions to important societal issues, as
well as performing research in areas with connections to the Swedish business sector. Of the 43
research environments selected, twelve are located
or partially located at Lund University, and three
at the Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences.
Of these, eleven at Lund University and one at the
Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences – where
research is done primarily at the campus in Alnarp
– can be classified at least in part as within the life
science sector.
Another Swedish programme focused on
creating strong environments for basic research are
the Linnaeus grants. Within the so-called Linnaeus
environments, 40 research environments were allocated funding from the Swedish Research Council
for a period of ten years. 20 of them were established in 2008 and are still receiving funds, whilst the
funding period for the others has expired. Six of
the Linnaeus environments that are still receiving
support are located at Lund University, and five of
these can be classified at least in part as life science.
VINN Excellence Centers are selected by the authority Vinnova, and they represent the cooperation
between the business and public sectors, as well as
universities and colleges or other research organisations. The research can be applied or basic. To date,
17 VINN Excellence Centers have been selected;
two of these have been at Lund University. One of
them concerns life science research.
Since 2010, Sweden has also had a national centre for molecular biosciences, where the focus is on
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in health and environmental research: SciLifeLab,
which is located in Stockholm and Uppsala. The
centre is a collaboration between Karolinska Institute, KTH Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm
University and Uppsala University, and it has also
been designated a national resource.
In Denmark, the resources for strategic research investments were transferred to the Innovation Fund in
2014. The Innovation Fund is an independent foundation with government financing. The Innovation
Foundation’s programme Grand Solutions invests in
innovative ideas that demonstrate significant potential to create knowledge, growth, and job opportunities in Denmark. The 420 financed projects, 312
of which are still operative, are led cooperatively by
various partners from the business and public sectors,
and/or university hospitals and universities. The
majority has at least one partner in Medicon Valley.
15 of the projects are international and have e.g.
partners in other parts of Sweden.
The Danish National Research Foundation finances Centers of Excellence for “visionary frontier
research of the highest quality in Denmark”. The
Danish National Research Foundation is indepenResearch in the life sciences is not only performed at the region’s universities. For example, a researcher at the vocational school the Copenhagen School of Design and Technology

dent, and received three billion Danish crowns
from the government on two separate occasions,
most recently in 2015, for distribution as research funds until 2036. The Minister of Research is
however entitled to appoint the chairperson of the
board of directors and one additional member. The
foundation has contributed to the establishment of
100 Centers of Excellence, 39 of which are still operative. 23 of these are located in eastern Denmark.
Of these, twelve are dedicated at least in part to life
science research.
In Denmark as well as Sweden, there are also
private foundations that support research funding; for example the Novo Nordisk Foundation,
Lundbeckfonden, and the Wallenberg Foundations.
Nonprofit organisations and foundations accounted
for 8.4% of the total funding for university research
in Denmark in 2009, according to a report by the
think tank DEA. Both the Novo Nordisk Foundation and Lundbeckfonden only distribute funds
for life science research, and both have contributed
to establishing research centres. The Novo Nordisk
Foundation, which is the larger financier of the two,
is behind five Danish research centres. All five are
located in the Medicon Valley area.
recently discovered that ADHD medication affects the eye’s
ability to focus. Further studies are expected.
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authorities and research environments. By 2025,
Danish life science “should be world-class, contribute to the development of new, innovative treatment
options, improve people’s quality of life and make
a significant contribution to the Danish economy”.
The Growth Team’s recommendation regarding
academic life science research is to allocate more
resources and make it more target-oriented, whilst
also reinforcing the education of highly qualified
researchers. According to the Growth Team, the
focus on innovation should be strengthened, and
the framework for developing new, innovative, and
effective treatments should be improved; the coordination of clinical research should be optimised,
and researchers should have better and more secure
access to healthcare data.
In 2016, Denmark’s total budget for research was reduced from 22 billion to 20.6 billion
Danish crowns. A 2% annual savings requirement
on higher education was also introduced, and will
continue until the year 2020. The total research
budget for 2017 has been increased to 21.5 billion
Danish crowns.

NATIONAL RESEARCH POLICY
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FACTS:
RESEARCH CENTRES AND ENVIRONMENTS
There are many research centres and environments located in the Medicon Valley area and completely or partially in the life science sector, including the following strategic research environments,
Linnaeus environments and VINN Excellence Centers (selected by Swedish authorities such as the
Swedish Research Council and Vinnova), as well as the basic research centres chosen by the government-financed Danish National Research Council. Additionally, the list includes research centres in
life science in Medicon Valley that are financed by the Novo Nordisk Foundation.

SWEDEN
STRATEGIC RESEARCH ENVIRONMENTS:
Lund University:

BioCare – Biomarkers in Cancer Medicine*
About: Focuses on biomarkers in cancer, their
discovery, utilisation in healthcare and translation
to wider communities.
Other participants: University of Gothenburg

Exodiab
– Outstanding Diabetes Research in Sweden

About: Aims to develop tools for prevention and
successful treatment of diabetes, with a broad multidisciplinary approach which integrates genetics,
bioinformatics, physiology, cell biology, clinical,
epidemiological and nutritional research.
Other participants: Uppsala University

disease modifications and eventually cures for
neurodegenerative diseases.
Other participants: University of Gothenburg

Stem Therapy
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DENMARK

University of Copenhagen:

eSSENCE – an E-science Collaboration

About: The vision is to create new and innovative strategies for improved and novel treatments,

Chiefly responsible: Lund University
Other participants: Region Skåne, Aventure AB,
Fazer Bakeries Ltd., MKS Instruments, Mondelèz
International, Oatly AB, Orkla ASA, Kalmar-Öland
gardening products
About: Aims to counter the development of diabetes with innovative food concepts through joint
venture research and the promotion of research-based business activities.

* BioCare – biomarkers in cancer medicine will
no longer be considered a strategic research area
in Sweden as of 2020 due to its low rating on an
evaluation performed on behalf of the Swedish
Research Council.

About: The objective is to be an internationally
leading scientific environment that enables the use
of renewable plant resources for new, innovative
products in a sustainable way.
Other participants: Umeå University

MultiPark

Antidiabetic Food Center

DANISH NATIONAL RESEARCH FOUNDATION– CENTRES OF EXCELLENCE:
Technical University of Denmark:

Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences in Alnarp:

About: Obtaining quantitative data from large-scale
experiments of live cells is of great importance for
understanding molecular and cellular processes such
as basic cellular processes in bacterial cells, and for
design of personalised treatments based on stem
cells from cancer patients.
Chiefly responsible: Uppsala University
Other participants: Lund University and Umeå
University

VINN EXCELLENCE CENTRES:
Lund University:

About: The objectives are to demonstrate that stem
cell-based cell replacement therapy is effective and
safe, to provide therapeutic candidates for stroke,
diabetes and haematological diseases, and to build
a strong base of knowledge about stem cells and
disease mechanisms.
Other participants: Uppsala University

EpiHealth – Epidemiology for Health

About: Studies how common widespread diseases
can emerge as interplay between lifestyle factors and
genetics.
Other participants: Uppsala University

dispersal and migration and examine the consequences of these movements on animal populations,
individual survival and the spread of diseases.

TC4F – Trees and Crops for the Future

LINNAEUS ENVIRONMENTS:
Lund University:

Bagadilico – New Therapies for Diseases
of the Basal Ganglia

IDUN – Center for Intelligent Drug Delivery and Nanomechanical Sensors

About: Focuses on the main research areas of drug
delivery and nanomechanical sensors.

BASP – Center for Bacterial Stress Response and Persistence

About: The main objective of the research is to
understand molecular mechanisms underlying
Bacterial Stress Responses and Antibiotic Multidrug
Tolerance (Persistence).

STEMPHYS – Center for Stem Cell Decision Making
About: StemPhys joins forces of physics and stem
cell biology with the goal of understanding and
controlling stem cell commitment.

CCS – Center for Chromosome Stability

About: Aims to develop new and improved treatments for Parkinson’s and Huntington’s diseases.

About: The mission is to conduct basic research in
order to understand in mechanistic detail how cells
minimize damage that can generate chromosomal
instability.

CAnMove
– Centre for Animal Movement Research

DynaMo
– Center for Dynamic Molecular Interactions

About: Studies animals’ movement patterns with
the aim to understand animals’ adaptations to
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About: Studies the dynamic processes that occur
on a molecular level in multicellular organisms to
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gain insight into the universal principals behind the
processes.

CCG – Center for Glycomics

About: Aims to make this research area approachable to non-experts in order to facilitate discovery
of diseases caused by altered glycosylation, develop
new diagnostic and therapeutic tools and identify
new ways to design and produce improved glycoprotein drugs.

CMEC – Center for Macroecology, Evolution and Climate
About: Integrates terrestrial and marine research in a
cross-disciplinary research program addressing fundamental questions on the origin, maintenance, conservation and future of biological diversity on Earth.

Center for Geogenetics

About: Studies ancient DNA, using whole-genome
sequencing to extract the maximum information
from study samples from genomes to epigenomes,
pathogens and environmental metagenomes.

Center for Epigenetics

About: Aims to gain better insight into how epigenetic regulation occurs on molecular and cellular
levels and strives to relate the research to understand
disease development and thus also to develop new
types of prevention, diagnosis, and treatment.
Other participants: University of Southern Denmark
Rigshospitalet:

PERSIMUNE – Center for Personalised
Medicine of Infectious Complications in
Immune Deficiency

About: The multidisciplinary centre works from
the hypothesis that across patients with impaired
immune function, there is a common pattern of
un-discovered risk factors explaining the variation
in risk of infectious complications. The centre aims
at understanding the mechanisms explaining the
variation in risk, and will from that formulate a
series of immunodeficiency indices encapsulating
the variation in risk for infectious complications.
The indices will be used to personalise interventions
aimed at reducing infectious complications.
The Danish Cancer Society / Kræftens Bekæmpelse:

CARD – Center for Autophagy, Recycling
and Disease
About: The main ambition is to elucidate the
orchestration of cellular energy balance, damage
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CVIVA – Center for Vitamins and Vaccines
About: Aims to document that vaccines and
vitamins effect the immune system in a much more
general way than previously thought.
NOVO NORDISK FOUNDATION’S RESEARCH
CENTRES:
Technical University of Denmark:

Novo Nordisk Foundation Center for
Biosustainability

About: A transdisciplinary research centre in
biobased sustainability whose goal is to create new
knowledge and technology that can drive the transition of the oil-based chemicals industry to more
sustainable, biobased production, where chemicals
are instead produced with the aid of highly specialised cell cultures – so-called cell factories.
International sections: University of California,
San Diego, USA; Chalmers University of Technology, Sweden; KTH – Royal Institute of Technology,
Sweden; University of Copenhagen, Denmark
University of Copenhagen:

Novo Nordisk Foundation Center for
Basic Metabolic Research

About: The Centre’s goal is to understand the causes of diabetes and obesity by performing research
on the molecular mechanisms underlying development of these diseases.
Alliances: Consorci Institut D’Investigacions
Biomèdiques August Pi in Sunyer, France; Institut
National de la Recherche Agronomique, France;
Leiden University, Holland; Karolinska Institute, Sweden; University of Massachusetts Medical
School, USA; University of Gothenburg, Sweden;
BGI (Beijing Genomics Institute), China; Joslin
Diabetes Center, Harvard Medical School, USA

Novo Nordisk Foundation Center for
Protein Research

About: The Center comprises a wide range of
expertise and skills within its research programs
spanning disease systems biology, proteomics,
high-throughput protein production and characterisation, chemical biology, disease biology, and
protein therapeutics.
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The State Serum Institute

Novo Nordisk Foundation Section for
Basic Stem Cell Biology

About: The section performs basic research within
developmental, stem cell and molecular biology with
the goal to produce knowledge that will be a foundation for new, more focused and effective treatment
methods for diabetes and cancer, respectively.
The State Serum Institute:

Danish National Biobank

About: The Danish National Biobank at the State
Serum Institute provides researchers with a comprehensive view of and access to millions of biological
samples from the Danish healthcare system. It will
also be possible to link the samples to information
in the national registers.
OTHER FOUNDATIONS
Many other private Danish and Swedish foundations have contributed to establishing research
centres or supporting research in the region, such as
the foundations Lundbeckfonden, Villum Fonden
and the A.P. Møller Foundation in Denmark, and
the Wallenberg Foundations and the Crafoord
Foundation in Sweden. Several examples of research
centres that have received support from some of
these actors are The Lundbeck Foundation Center
for Integrated Molecular Brain Imaging (CIMBI),
where e.g. the Technical University of Denmark,
the University of Copenhagen and Rigshospitalet
are involved, as well as the Wallenberg Centre for
Molecular Medicine at Lund University.

ESS AND MAX IV
– Regional initiatives to grant researchers and
businesses access to the facilities
LINX and Linxs: two projects with similar names. Both will inform and give access to the internationally unique materials research facilities ESS and MAX IV in Lund. But while Danish LINX
concentrates on the business side, Swedish Linxs focuses primarily on promoting research.

MORE GROUPS AND CENTRES
There are also research environments and research
centres in the region with a smaller-scale relation
to life science. At Lund University for example there
are the following strategic research areas: Nano
Lund (material science, nanostructures and their
applications), BECC (the effects of climate change),
MERGE (developing a multidisciplinary climate/
Earth System modelling node), Sustainable Production Initiative (creating a higher level of sustainability) and eLLIIT (IT and mobile communications).
The same applies to the following Linnaeus
environments at Lund University: Thinking in Time
(cognition, communication and learning), LUCID
(integration of social and natural dimensions of
sustainability) and LUCCI (studies of carbon cycle
and climate interaction).
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The synchrotron light facility MAX IV, which
was inaugurated in June of 2016, and the neutron
research facility ESS, which will open for research
in 2023, will create new and expanded opportunities for life science research in the Medicon
Valley area. At the facilities, it will be possible to
study biological matter and life processes in new
and more advanced ways; this will include areas
such as structural biology, medical imaging and the
development of materials that assist in the body’s
absorption of pharmaceuticals.
There are already a number of projects and
initiatives dedicated to helping the region’s
educational institutions and businesses exploit
the potential that the globally leading research
facilities will offer.
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control, recycling and autophagy with focus on the
regulation of autophagy and lysosomal integrity and
their crosstalk with other cellular processes.
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LINX – LINKING INDUSTRY TO NEUTRONS AND X-RAYS
– A Danish venture with focus on the industry
The Danish project LINX represents a portal created collaboratively by the University of Copenhagen, the Technical University of Denmark (DTU),
and Aarhus University to help the industry take
advantage of the new possibilities to which the materials research facilities ESS and MAX IV in Lund
and European XFEL in Hamburg will give rise.
The project consists of four parts:
- LINX Projects, where various projects are
undertaken as cooperative efforts by industry and
university partners.
- LINX Library, which will give businesses the
right information about the technology that will be
used at the facilities, as well as answer questions.
- LINX Academy, offering various types of
customised training for businesses.
- LINX Facilities, to help businesses gain access
to the appropriate facility for the research they wish
to perform. For example, it is possible to collaborate
with a university and access the facility free of charge
if the research results will be published for general access and used openly, or to pay for access and reserve
the option to keep the research results undisclosed.
Furthermore, based in part on the questions raised
by the businesses and in collaboration with them, the
universities will perform research within the six areas:
Colloid materials, Drug discovery, protein-based
pharmaceuticals and protein engineering, Sorption of
liquids and humidity, Fiber structure and dynamics,
Materials in operating and processing conditions,
and Quality assurance. A small portion of the
universities’ project budget has also been allotted to

performing small-scale pre-studies for businesses.
– Basic research will still be performed, just as it
always has, but in Denmark there is a strong political demand to involve businesses at an earlier stage.
That doesn’t mean that basic research will only be
performed in areas defined by the industry, but
businesses will be involved in prioritising the areas
that should be researched first, says the director of
LINX Jimmy Binderup Andersen.
The project will also mean closer collaboration
between universities, although they will retain their
respective competence areas. DTU will focus primarily on imaging, the University of Copenhagen on
small-angle scattering, and Aarhus University on
powder diffraction. Businesses that contact Linx
will be referred to the research team whose work
corresponds closest to the area in question and the
projects will be systematised to create the greatest
value possible.
In addition to the University of Copenhagen,
DTU, and Aarhus University, the Capital Region of
Denmark, the Central Denmark Region, the Confederation of Danish Industries (DI), and a number
of other companies are also participating in the five-year project, which began in early 2016. Among
the company members are e.g. Novo Nordisk, Novozymes, BioModics and Xnovotech. There is also
Swedish cooperation by Tetrapak, and according to
Jimmy Binderup Andersen, Lund University has
also shown interest in getting involved.
LINX has a total budget of eleven million
Euros, and it is financed by the industry, as well
as Innovation Fund Denmark.

THE LINXS PROJECT
– A Swedish initiative to establish a research institute
The project Linxs aims to invite top international
researchers to undertake research of the methods
used at ESS and MAX IV, as well as to develop
new methods in the hopes of increasing the region’s
attractiveness whilst also marketing it all over the
globe. Linxs also seeks to educate local researchers
in how to utilise the two research facilities. The
initiative is still in its early stages, but the objective
is to receive a donation, for example from a foundation, large enough to establish an institute between
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ESS and MAX IV that will help researchers globally
and locally to utilise the new resources.
– We can’t create a university chair for everyone
we’d like to have here, or force companies to relocate to the area. So we invite them to come and work
on something useful that we need help with. If we
invite a professor from Cambridge, for example,
the issue is not a monetary one, but rather that the
person in question can concentrate on research, says
project manager Martin Stankovski.
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Linxs focuses on three broad areas of research:
soft matter, life science, and hard matter. At the
moment, emphasis is only being placed on the
research aspect, but it is possible that businesses
will be involved in the future.
So far, Linxs is a completely Swedish project, run
by Lund University, but members of the internation
al Scientific Advisory Board include e.g. Lise Arleth,
Professor of Experimental Biophysics at the Niels

Bohr Institute at the University of Copenhagen.
According to Martin Stankovski, those who have
made larger donations will be able to name the institute projected to result from the three-year project Linxs,
which began in early 2016. The plan is to incorporate
the institute into Science Village Scandinavia, where
it will preferably have its own premises near ESS
and MAX IV in the Brunnshög area, and turn over
between 16 and 24 million Swedish crowns annually.

OTHER INITIATIVES
There are a number of other initiatives aimed at exploiting the potential of ESS and MAX IV. They include:
Cross Border Science and Society
An Interreg-project with 27 Swedish, Danish and
Norwegian partners and a total budget of 19 million
Euros that aims to take advantage of the possibilities that ESS and MAX IV will offer. Project partners
include Aarhus University, Technical University of
Denmark (DTU), the University of Copenhagen, Lund
University, Malmö University, Chalmers, University
of Gothenburg and the University of Oslo, as well
as a large number of other organisations, regions,
municipalities and authorities. The five component
projects centre on Border-regional network and
research programmes, International attractiveness,
Regional supply base, Border obstacles and Welcoming international talents.
Strategy group for MAX IV and ESS
The group is based at the Faculty of Science at
Lund University, and aims to support the faculty
board with issues that pertain to the two research
facilities. Among other things, the group can initiate
or promote activities that will further the faculty’s
cooperation with and utilisation of MAX IV and ESS.
CoNeXT – Copenhagen University Neutron and
X-ray Techniques
A project comprising all of the faculties at the
University of Copenhagen with the exception of
the Faculty of Theology. It aims to ensure that the
university will be ready to use the full potential of
the new neutron and X-ray sources in Lund and
Hamburg, and that it can act as a portal for Danish
and northern European Industries with potential for
use of the research infrastructures.
DanScatt
An instrument centre for the Danish users of
synchrotron- and neutron-sources as well as
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free-electron X-ray lasers. DanScatt provides
funding for travels to the research facilities and
advises new users. Members of DanScatt include
the University of Copenhagen, Aarhus University,
DTU, University of Southern Denmark, Roskilde
University, Aalborg University, Statens Serum
Institut, Haldor Topsøe, Xnovo Technology ApS, and
ESS Data Management and Software. It receives
support from the Danish Agency for Science, Technology and Innovation.
Open Lab Skåne
A three-year project run by Biofilms – Research
Center for Biointerfaces at Malmö University, the
Department of Food Technology, Engineering and
Nutrition at Lund University and SmiLe Incubator
in Lund. The actors open up lab and office space
for companies, which can then also learn to use the
universities’ equipment. The aim is to increase knowledge exchange and reduce the distance between
industry and academia. The project is also directed at
e.g. ESS and MAX IV.
In addition, there are many initiatives and projects
on regional, national, and international scales to
take advantage of the potential offered by ESS and
MAX IV; among others, they are within the Swedish
research institution Rise and at DTU.
Two international initiatives are SINE2020 and
Baltic TRAM. The former is an EU-funded project
within Horizon2020 that will run from 2015-2019.
The Industry Consultancy Initiative of SINE2020
invites applications from the industry for the use of
European neutron sources for test measurements
or feasibility studies free of charge.
Baltic TRAM is an international Interreg-project aimed at strengthening cooperation between
analytical research institutes and companies by
providing the industry with new kinds of access to
expertise, research facilities and open science and
innovation cloud concepts.
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Minister for Higher Education and Research
in Sweden (Social Democrats)

Biopharma, bioinformatics and personalised medicine are important research and development
areas emphasised by the Swedish Minister of Higher Education and Research Helene Hellmark
Knutsson. The Swedish government is investing in e.g. collaboration between academic research
and businesses in biopharma. The Minister has also highlighted the future potential of the
research facilities ESS and MAX IV.

What does life science research in Medicon Valley
mean for Sweden?
Medicon Valley is recognised internationally as
one of the strongest life science regions in Europe.
There is leading research being done in areas such
as cancer, diabetes, inflammation, neuroscience and
diagnostics development. Obviously, the region
is also very important for Sweden in terms of job
opportunities and business activity.
What is the development within life science
research in Medicon Valley that you as a minister
would like to see in the future, and what political
efforts is the government working on to create or
support that development?
We have made large investments in Scania in recent
years. MAX IV and European Spallation Source,
ESS, are world-class infrastructure projects, both of
them with potential applications within life science.
MAX IV is a synchrotron light facility that can
be utilised within structural biology, and ESS will
become a valuable tool for life science researchers in
Sweden and internationally.
The government intends to continue prioritising
these infrastructures, and investments that aim to
increase their use, perhaps primarily by businesses,
are recommended in the research proposition. It
is hoped that the environment that surrounds the
facilities will develop into an exciting innovation
cluster and attract academic researchers as well as
companies to the region.
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What overall areas within life science do you as a
minister consider to be of particular importance
for research in the future?
An area that the government has prioritised clearly
is biopharmaceuticals. Manufacturing biopharma
requires new technology and stabile conditions
and infrastructure. In this respect, Sweden has
advantages compared to many other countries; we
have strong medical research in general, not least
in protein research, where Sweden has been at the
forefront for a long time.
Another area that we need to develop is bioinformatics. The new technologies being used in e.g.
the life science sector generate large amounts of data
that must be processed and analysed; the need for
expertise in bioinformatics is enormous.
Yet another challenge is how to ensure that new
knowledge is utilised as innovations and treatments
in health care. Thanks to modern genomics and proteomics, treatments can be tailored on an individual
level. Personalised medicine needs to be seen as one
of the greatest potentials – and challenges – of the
future.
Are there plans for new strategic research areas,
directed funding for research or other directed research support that can impact life science research?
In the recent parliamentary decision on the research
and innovation proposition, the government expresses clearly what it will do to strengthen Sweden’s
opportunities to contribute to improved health,
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in Sweden and in the world. We invest in clinical research in collaboration with the health care
sector, reinforce infrastructures and other resources
for medical research and make investments in the
cooperation between academic research and the
business sector, particularly in biopharmaceuticals.
Investments in research in closely related areas
will also be able to benefit the life science sector, as
will research in antibiotics resistance and research in
welfare, social services and work life. Five cooperative programmes were recently launched, one of
which is life science. Within the parameters of these
cooperative programmes, we intend to – through
Vinnova – invest 400 million Swedish crowns in
strategic innovation areas.
Are there upcoming large investments in life science research in Sweden that you can tell us about?
We recently signed an agreement with the USA for
expanded cooperation in the area of cancer. Furthermore, the government is working to make Sweden the
new host country for the European Medicines Agency,
EMA. We believe that Sweden has a lot to contribute as a host country, not least competence within
life science. We also have a very competent national
authority, the Swedish Medical Products Agency, that
is highly respected in Europe, which is a strength.
What is your view on Sweden’s two large life science
clusters: Stockholm-Uppsala and Medicon Valley,
respectively? Which is most important for Sweden,
how can they complement each other, and what tan-

gible plans are there for investments in the future?
Both of these clusters are incredibly important for
Sweden, of course. It is encouraging that both managed the “legacy of AstraZeneca” so well and harnessed the competence that remained behind when
AstraZeneca chose to move some of its activities out
of the respective regions.
I think that there are good opportunities for these
clusters to develop further and grow stronger, and I see
no reason to put them in opposition to one another.
Sweden is a small country and there are many reasons
for us to cooperate more extensively on a national level
rather than compete on a regional level. That’s why it
is so valuable that there are now national initiatives underway in a number of areas, such as within biobanks,
cell therapy and whole genome sequencing for clinical
diagnostics in health care.
What is your view on the level of the life science research performed at Swedish universities with respect
to other Scandinavian countries and in the world?
Sweden stands up well in international comparisons. Karolinska Institute is, at sixth place, the only
Scandinavian university to place in the top 25 in
the 2017 ranking of the best universities for medical
research and life science by QS World University
Rankings; which is best in the EU after Brexit.
If you look at the top 100 on that same list, you
see that both Uppsala University (49) and Lund
University (88) qualify. Swedish medical research
was ranked number 13 in the world in 2015 for
citations (Scimago Journal and Country rank).

SØREN PIND
Minister of Higher Education and Science in
Denmark (Venstre)
Denmark’s Minister of Higher Education and
Science Søren Pind was given an opportunity to
respond to questions about Danish research politics affecting life science. He declined however, in
part because the Danish government is currently
developing a growth plan after having received
recommendations from the Growth Team for Life
Science on how Danish life science can become
world-class, improve people’s quality of life and
contribute significantly to the Danish economy.
(See more on page 43).
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ATTRACTING AND KEEPING TALENT

The research world is international, and a number of universities in the region
are working actively to recruit excellent researchers from other parts of the
world. Providing support in the process are the national tax relief schemes, the
Danish version of which is more advantageous than the Swedish. Students from
abroad – not least research students – are in great demand, and in the study year
2015/16 there were 3 253 international students at universities in the region.
• Denmark and Sweden both
offer special tax schemes for
foreign employees, aimed to
facilitate the recruitment of
highly qualified international
employees. The Danish system is distinctly more advantageous, which is apparent in
statistics that show how often
it is used.
• In 2015, the Danish tax
scheme was used 5 494
times; of these, 2 483 were
researchers, according to
preliminary statistics from the
Danish Ministry of Taxation,
while in 2016, 838 applications

were made to the commission
that deals with the tax relief
scheme in Sweden, Forskarskattenämnden; of these, 589
were approved.

students from countries
outside of the EU/EEA, and the
fees have also had a negative
impact on recruitment to research programmes. The report
also shows that the number
of paying female students had
dropped to 40% in the study
year 2015/16 since tuition fees
were introduced.

• The number of international
PhD students in the life sciences in Medicon Valley was
1 132 in the study year
2015/16.
• According to an evaluation
carried out by the Swedish
Higher Education Authority
on behalf of the Swedish
government, tuition fees have
entailed fewer international

• While Denmark also requires
students from countries
outside the EU/EEA to pay
tuition fees, the system was
already introduced in the early
00’s and does not affect the
statistics of recent years.

INTERNATIONAL RESEARCHERS
ATTRACTING AND
KEEPING TALENT:
Bringing the world
to the universities of
Medicon Valley

International researchers play an important role for the region’s universities. The University of
Copenhagen and others work specifically to recruit outstanding researchers from abroad. Denmark and Sweden both offer special tax schemes for foreign employees, aimed to facilitate the
recruitment of highly qualified international employees. The Danish system is distinctly more
advantageous, which is apparent in statistics that show how often it is used.

The recruitment of highly trained workers to the
life science sector takes place both nationally and
internationally, particularly for the recruitment
of researchers and for management positions.
Whether or not foreign talents can be enticed depends on the interplay between the attractiveness
of the workplace, the financial incentives, and the
allure of the region as a place to live.
To improve their odds, Denmark introduced a
special tax scheme for foreign employees in 1992,
and Sweden followed suit in 2001. Particularly
favourable taxation schemes for foreign talents can be
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an important tool when seeking to attract talents to
two countries where there are – from an international
perspective – returns that are considered low, a high
tax rate, and a high cost of living. In Denmark, the
scheme is used as an active instrument in the global
race to attract highly qualified workers, whilst in
Sweden, it was introduced mostly as a gesture, so
as not to appear less attractive than neighbouring
countries, which already had tax schemes for experts.
The Swedish scheme is not nearly as attractive, and
nor is it utilised as often as its Danish counterpart.
While a key employee in the Danish scheme needs
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to earn a minimum of 63 700 Danish crowns
per month including employee benefits, a foreign
expert in Sweden needs a monthly salary of 89
600 Swedish crowns to be approved. In 2015, the
Danish tax scheme was used 5 494 times; of these,
2 483 were researchers, according to preliminary
statistics from the Danish Ministry of Taxation,
while in 2016, 838 applications were made to the
commission that deals with the tax relief scheme
in Sweden, Forskarskattenämnden; of these, 589
were approved.

recruit employees from abroad without using the tax
scheme. Thus, the statistics for applications for the
Swedish tax scheme do not provide a complete picture
of the number of international researchers and key
employees in Sweden, whilst Danish statistics provide
a more accurate representation. The number of foreign
talents employed in Medicon Valley who use the tax
schemes cannot be extracted from the statistics.

DENMARK
‘Tax relief scheme’
The special tax scheme for
foreign researchers and key personnel, widely known as the tax
relief scheme, took effect in 1992
and has since changed several
times, most recently in 2015; it
was relaxed somewhat when the
minimum monthly salary was
reduced by 10 000 DKK.

For the industry, another aspect is that the rate at
which graduates and researchers are produced at
domestic universities is not sufficient to supply the life
science sector with highly qualified workers, who thus
must be recruited from abroad. In Medicon Valley’s
six large life science municipalities (Gladsaxe, Ballerup,
Copenhagen, Kalundborg, Hillerød, Gentofte), the
number of foreign employees – both with and without
a higher education – rose by 188% between 2008 and
2016, according to statistics from the Danish Agency
for Labour Market and Recruitment. Since life science
companies provide employment for between 41%
(Copenhagen) and 71% (Gentofte) of the employees
in the industry in their municipalities, statistics show
clearly that there is a great need for foreign employees
in the life science industry.
It is not possible to connect the work tasks or
education of foreign workers in the statistics. There
are no comparable statistics for Sweden.

Who can use the tax scheme?
Foreign researchers and key
personnel employed in a Danish
company or at a Danish research institution. Researchers
are required to have at least a
PhD-level education, and key
personnel in the fiscal year 2016
were required to have a monthly
salary of at least 63 700 DKK
(salary incl. employee benefits).
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The configuration of the two schemes entails that
the Danish scheme can be used to attract Danes
who have been working abroad for several years to
a Danish workplace, whilst the Swedish system can
only be used by non-Swedes. Additionally, the Danish scheme does not require the employee to reside
in Denmark; s/he may also reside in a neighbouring
country. That provides Medicon Valley with unique
possibilities, as the combination of a high salary on
the Danish side and a lower cost of living on the
Swedish side can be a further financial incentive in
the recruitment process. It is also an advantage that
can be used to attract workers from Sweden’s other
life science clusters to Medicon Valley.
The salary requirement in the Swedish tax scheme
is quite high, and it is believed that many companies
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Configuration
The tax scheme for foreign
employees is a tax scheme with
a taxation rate of 26%, which
corresponds to a total tax rate
of 31.92 including labour market contributions. Documented
expenses for social contributions abroad and foreign social
security contributions are the
only deductions possible.
Conditions
The foreign employee is not

permitted to have worked or
run an independent business in Denmark or received
pension from Denmark in the
ten years prior. Furthermore,
the employee is not permitted
to have been part of the management, or have had control
or a significant influence on
the company where s/he is to
be employed in the five most
recent years prior.

Configuration
Tax relief for foreign employees
is such that only 75 per cent of
the salary paid by the employer
is taxed. The employer’s compensation for expenses related
to moving to and from Sweden,
children’s schools and similar,
as well as two annual trips to
the country of origin for the
foreign employee and her family
are also exempt from taxes.

Time limit
The tax scheme can be used for
a maximum of five years.

Conditions
The foreign employee may not
be a Swedish citizen or have
lived in or resided permanently
in Sweden within the past 5
years. The employer must be
based in Sweden or be a foreign
company with a permanent
location for operations in
Sweden. If these conditions are
fulfilled and the foreign employee’s monthly salary fulfils the
condition of being higher than
twice the price basic amount,
the employee can be approved.
In 2017, that amount is equal to
a monthly salary of at least 89
600 SEK, including compensation for employee benefits.

SWEDEN
Tax relief scheme
The tax relief regulations for
foreign employees were introduced in 2001 and were most
recently review in 2012 to include everyone whose earnings
are over a set amount.
Who can use the tax scheme?
Foreign researchers, company
managers, experts or other
key employees employed in a
Swedish company or a Swedish
research institution. To take
advantage of the tax scheme, it
must be extremely difficult to
recruit employees in Sweden
with the required skills.

Time limit
The tax relief scheme is valid
for the first three years, and the
intention should be to remain in
Sweden for a maximum of five
years.

ABOUT THE FIGURES
Data for foreigners who have not completed their
education in the country are incomplete in the
national statistics office’s register of the population’s
education. Because of the poor data quality on the
education of workers who have come to Denmark
from abroad it has been necessary to use additional sources such as the utilisation of the tax relief
schemes, and the Danish Agency for Labour Market
and Recruitment’s database Jobindsats.dk.
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It is not possible to extract specific data material for
the life science sectors in Medicon Valley from the
data sources used here; however, by the use of the
available complementary Danish sources, the Danish
life science sector’s need for highly qualified workers
from abroad becomes clearly visible. The Danish
Ministry of Taxation and the Forskarskattenämnden
websites offer statistics about the utilisation of the
tax relief scheme.
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INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS

programmes, there are more international students
in Stockholm as well as in Uppsala than in Scania.
Because of the structure of the Swedish educational
system, which allows students to take individual courses
at the universities, the total number of students is
significantly higher than in Denmark. For example, if a

Attracting international students – especially research students – to the Medicon Valley area is one of
the most important goals for the region’s public and academic sectors. Universities and colleges spotlight the number of international research students as something positive; the goal of the Copenhagen
Capacity’s Talent Attraction project, which ran from 2012–2015, was to attract more international students and keep them in the region even after their studies were complete. On the whole, the number of
life science students in the Medicon Valley area has increased in recent years, totalling 3 253 in the study year 2015/16. The increase has primarily been in Denmark however, and a report from the Swedish
Higher Education Authority shows that the introduction of tuition fees for students from countries
outside of the EU/EEA has negatively impacted the recruitment of research students from abroad.

NUMBER OF INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS IN THE STUDY YEAR 2015/16
Number of students

decreased. According to an evaluation carried out by
the Swedish Higher Education Authority on behalf
of the Swedish government, tuition fees have entailed
fewer international students from countries outside
of the EU/EEA, and the fees have also had a negative
impact on recruitment to research programmes.
The report, which was presented in early 2017, also
shows that the number of paying female students had
dropped to 40% in the academic year 2015/16 since
tuition fees were introduced.
While Denmark also requires students from
countries outside the EU/EEA to pay tuition fees, the
system was already introduced in the early 00’s and
does not affect the statistics of recent years.
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Change 2008/09 - 2015/16

1 078

332

18%

Stockholm-Uppsala region

3 613

1 589

25%

832

243

6%

Sweden, rest of

1 747

319

16%

Sweden

7 270

2 483

19%

Eastern Denmark

2 175

800

99%

Denmark, rest of

1 562

317

64%

Denmark

3 737

1 117

82%

Source: Customised analysis from Statistics Denmark and Statistics Sweden

ABOUT THE FIGURES

Generally speaking, Lund University is the Swedish
university at which the largest number of international students begin a programme or a course.
However, if one looks exclusively at life science
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of whom in research
programmes

Skåne

Västra Götaland
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A total of 3 253 international students were studying in life science programmes in Medicon Valley in
the study year 2015/16; of them, 1 132 were PhD
students. 1 078 of the 3 253 international students
– including exchange students, foreign PhD students
and free mover students who organise their studies in
the country of their own accord – were conducting
their studies in Scania.
The number of international life science students
in the Medicon Valley area has increased 63% since
2008, due to an increase in international life science
students in the Capital Region of Denmark. While
Denmark had 82% more international life science
students in the study year 2015/6, the number has
decreased in Sweden since 2010, which can be explained by the introduction of tuition fees in 2011 for
foreign students from outside of the EU/EEA who
are not part of an exchange programme. Since then,
the number of international students in Sweden has

student is registered for two single courses at two different educational institutions in the same semester, s/he
will be accounted for twice in the statistics. Thus, it is
impossible to make a direct comparison of Danish and
Swedish education statistics, and the figures presented
in this section should be interpreted with that in mind.

The figures for the number of students and their
connection to the job market are retrieved from
customised analyses by Statistics Denmark and
Statistics Sweden. The selection of educational programmes was made from the programme classifications in Denmark and Sweden, and programmes
have been chosen within which work in the sector is
usually found after education is completed.
The figures for Denmark and Sweden are not
directly comparable due to differences in the educational systems and the available data material.
The Danish and Swedish educational systems are
structured differently. In Denmark, students – apart
from exchange students – register for an entire
programme at the bachelor or graduate level. In
Sweden, it is possible to register for individual courses, and it is also possible to complete a master’s
degree by combining individual courses from different programmes. The criterion is that one must
earn 120 ECTS points to complete a master’s degree. A student who has registered for two courses
in the same semester will thus be accounted for two
times in the statistics. An attempt has been made
to account for this in the extracts from the Swedish
data. Students registered for more than one course
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at the same institution are only counted as one
student; however, if that student is registered for
courses at two separate institutions, s/he will be
accounted for twice in the data material. The figures
for the number of students are thus not directly
comparable between Denmark and Sweden.
The definition of an international student depends on national definitions and the possibilities
offered in the dataset at hand. Therefore, the definition differs in Danish and Swedish data extractions.
In Sweden, an international student is defined as 1)
a person from a country outside of the EU/EEA, who
upon moving to Sweden reported that the move was
motivated by studies, and where a residency permit
has been issued for less than two years before the
commencement of studies; 2) students who have
moved to Sweden less than six months prior to the
commencement of studies; and 3) other individuals
lacking a Swedish personal identification number
in the educational institutions’ study administration
systems. In Danish data, an international student is
defined as such if s/he came to Denmark within a
period from one year prior and three months after
commencement of studies, and does not have a
Danish secondary education.
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Above all else, the strength of Medicon Valley lies in its strong niche positions.
That goes for companies like Novo Nordisk, but also for university research,
where more narrow research areas such as genomics and sports medicine at the
University of Copenhagen and coagulation research in Lund are internationally
prominent, and a small but specialised university like the Swedish University of
Agricultural Sciences in Alnarp features high on global ranking lists. According
to its representatives, a success factor for the University of Copenhagen has been
the small elite research environments that have been intentionally built up over
the past decade. The hopes for the future are also increasing in a region that is
anticipating the research to come at the facilities ESS and MAX IV.
• In the international competition
where American and British
universities are attracting
the best researchers, strong
research in specialised areas
is an opportunity that the
universities in Medicon Valley
are prepared to seize. That
goes for entire universities –
like the Swedish University of
Agricultural Sciences in Alnarp
and the Technical University of
Denmark – and more specialised research areas and centres

such as the Novo Nordisk
Foundation Center for Protein
Research at the University of
Copenhagen.
• There are high hopes hung on
the materials research facilities
ESS and MAX IV, which will
make it possible to for example
study biological matter and life
processes in new and more
advanced ways, and potentially
generate greater exchange
with international researchers.

• Representatives from Danish
universities want to see
more collaboration between
Swedish and Danish universities. Not only does it mean
the advantage that comes
from sharing experience and a
greater number of collaborative partners in the region, but it
also defines more clearly how
research can complement,
rather than compete with, the
research being done at other
universities.

STRONG SPECIALISED AREAS BOOST
RESEARCH IN MEDICON VALLEY
ANALYSIS:
Waiting for ESS
and MAX IV

Nine universities with research in the life sciences – five on the Danish side and four on the
Swedish side of the Øresund Strait. Nearly 7 000 university researchers in the area and still more
at the university hospitals, state institutions and organisations. Over 8 000 peer-reviewed articles
published by university researchers in the life sciences in 2015. Medicon Valley is a thriving region
for research, but seen internationally, it is still a notch below the absolute highest-rate research
areas. However, there is strength in the region’s niche areas.

One important way to reinforce a region’s research
is to attract outstanding researchers from around
the world. On that particular front, the conditions
in the Medicon Valley area aren’t quite as good as
those at the large American and British universities,
where the language and lucrative regulations have
facilitated recruitment for a long time.
Another difference that Kristian Helin, Vice
Dean of Research at the University of Copenhagen’s
Faculty of Health and Medical Sciences, points out
is that the large American universities have been
RESEARCH IN MEDICON VALLEY • August 2017

able to focus on being elite research universities,
admitting only the very best students from America
and abroad, whilst the large Danish and Swedish
universities have a broader assignment and need to
encompass their entire respective countries.
Novo Nordisk’s Vice President for R&D Academic
Partnerships Uli Stilz estimates that the Copenhagen region is among the world’s top 50 life science
clusters. He believes that the region’s research is
outstanding in a number of areas, with Novo Nordisk
collaborating closely both with Danish and Swedish
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Universities. The regional universities in the Greater
According to Kristian Helin, the University of
Copenhagen area are a vital partner for Novo Nordisk
Copenhagen has also invested in establishing more
when it comes to exploring new science but also
specialised elite research environments over the
training and attracting talent. At the same time Novo
past decade. In addition, the university has worked
Nordisk collaborates with universities and academic
hard to recruit successful researchers, gladly with an
centers globally, with excellence in a given area being
international background.
the main driver to choose the partners. Quite naturally the majority of research collaborations are therefore
Another way to reinforce the region would be to
anchored internationally.
invest still more in its successful areas of particular
Furthermore, Uli Stilz asserts that European unistrength, according to Uli Stilz. His employer, Novo
versities are generally not as well positioned as AmeNordisk, is itself an example of a company within
rican universities at exporting
a strong therapeutic focus
”Another way to
their research results in spinoff
that has grown from its local
companies, as the venture capital reinforce the regiposition in a small country
markets are less well developed
to a global leadership posiand Europe historically has more on would be to intion. Diabetes and metabolic
strongly focussed on acadediseases are also a large and
vest still more in its
mia-industry collaborations as a
important research area in
path to industrialize basic science successful areas of
Medicon Valley, where there
discoveries. He also points out
particular strength.” is a symbiotic relationship
that in many European countries
between research and industry
Universities have a broader education mandate with
– not least because Novo Nordisk invests in life
teaching and supportive administrative tasks taking
science research at the region’s universities through
a larger share of faculty responsibilities. In conits foundation. The Novo Nordisk Foundation is
trast, in particular elite American Universities are
behind e.g. The Novo Nordisk Foundation Center
very selective in student enrolment and provide an
for Protein Research and The Novo Nordisk Founexcellent research environment with a competitive
dation Center for Basic Metabolic Research at the
advantage to attract international researchers.
University of Copenhagen, both of which are strong
When it comes to the latter, it would seem that
research environments.
things look better in Denmark than in Sweden. According to the Swedish report “Meeting the ChalThis survey of life science research in Medicon
lenges of Higher Education”, published in 2016 by
Valley shows that the University of Copenhagen is
the Institute for Evaluation of Labour Market and
clearly the largest actor in all areas. The university
Education Policy (IFAU), Swedish researchers have
has the most comprehensive and successful research
less time for research than Danish. The difference is
in the field, and ranks comparatively high on
particularly great for associate professors and less for
international ranking lists. It is followed by Lund
professors – but it is still noticeable.
University, likewise a large university that places in

DEFINITION OF THE LIFE SCIENCES
There is no exact definition of which subject areas
comprise the life sciences.
The definition that has been used for this report
and in contact with the universities is the following:
“the basic research and the applied research that are
significant for the life science organizations in the
region, in a broad sense. It is preferable to include
too much rather than too little in the umbrella term
’life science’.” Furthermore, Medicon Valley Alliance’s
broader definition has been used: ”Life science can
be defined as the study of living organisms (including
microorganisms, plants, animals and human beings),
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but when describing a life science cluster, life science
is perceived in a broader context. It includes the
pharmaceutical, biotechnological and medical technology industries, as well as the academic institutions
conducting research within life science and hospitals
treating patients in the clinic.”
The following, more concrete delineation was used
in data compilation: “works/studies at departments/
faculties of medicine and health sciences, biology,
chemistry, food sciences and other departments/
faculties, where a minimum of 50% of the research
conducted is within the life sciences.”
RESEARCH IN MEDICON VALLEY • August 2017
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Obstetrics and gynaecology are two of the strongest areas
in the Danish part of Greater Copenhagen when it comes to
the life sciences, according to the DTU report “Life science
under mikroskop” (Life Science under the Lens). There are
also successful researchers in the field in Scania. Among

other projects, there is the Danish-Swedish collaboration
Reprounion, which brings together 13 clinical and research
units in the region, Medicon Valley Alliance and Ferring
Pharmaceuticals. Their goal is to create a multidisciplinary
research centre for reproductive medicine.

the top 100 on most ranking lists. The Technical
University of Denmark (DTU), which is more specialised in engineering, is currently investing in an
expansion of its life science research. The Swedish
University of Agricultural Sciences (SLU) in Alnarp
has its niche in agriculture and plant research, and
taking its size into consideration, it can be considered internationally successful.
Among the region’s smaller universities, Malmö
University conducts the most research in the life
sciences, with a dental health education programme
and e.g. research in biofilms and biobarriers.
The life science research at Roskilde University
includes for example green chemistry and enzymes,
whilst health sciences are an import research area
at Kristianstad University. Aalborg University in
Copenhagen has a campus in Copenhagen where
research is done in biorefinery and non-coding RNA
and RNA therapeutics. The National Institute of
Public Health, which is officially part of the University of Southern Denmark but is located in Copenhagen, has a national mission in public health research.

the total number of the life science researchers at the
region’s universities – more than 4 000 of nearly 7
000 researchers. Thus, the region’s largest research
areas correspond to a great extent to the areas that are
largest at the University of Copenhagen. In addition
to diabetes and metabolic diseases, which were mentioned above, these include cancer, protein research,
research in genetics, DNA and RNA, plant research
and stem cell research. Neuroscience is also a growing
area that was previously largest at Lund University,
but the University of Copenhagen is also focusing its
efforts there.
Parallel to that, the University of Copenhagen
has long since had flourishing research in sports
medicine, an area within which Lund University is
also becoming stronger.
Another area of research at many of the region’s
learning institutions – including DTU, Lund
University, SLU in Alnarp, Roskilde University
and Aalborg University in Copenhagen – is the use
of biobased raw materials for biobased products,
pharmaceuticals or fuel.
There are also a number of research areas that
rate strongly in international comparisons although
they do not employ as many researchers in the

The University of Copenhagen is by far the region’s
largest university, and employs more than half of
RESEARCH IN MEDICON VALLEY • August 2017
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- Anaesthesiology and pain medication
- Pulmonary and respiratory medicine
- Rehabilitation
- General veterinary science
- Pharmaceutical science
In terms of the life science research in the world,
these subject areas comprise five per cent, which is a
The region’s large and thriving areas are not necessalower figure than for many of the other geographic
rily the largest in international
areas in the comparison.
comparisons, however. In the
However, as Uli Stilz from
”Throughout the
report “Danish Life Science
Novo Nordisk and others have
under the Lens” from 2017, Iris region, the belief is
pointed out, there is potential
Group investigated on behalf
strong that ESS and in locating more specialised,
of DTU how the Copenhagen
niche areas for the universities
MAX IV will fortiregion – excluding Scania but
in the Medicon Valley area. The
including clinical research
Swedish University of Agricultufy research in e.g.
at the hospitals of the Capiral Sciences in Alnarp is a good
structural biology.” example of the value of concental Region of Denmark and
Region Zealand – measure up
trating an institution’s efforts
in a comparison with ten other outstanding life
on a more defined area. Although the university is
science regions in the world. Based on data about
significantly smaller than the University of Copenthe number of articles and citations with respect to
hagen and Lund University, it ranks number four
the averages for each subject area, the authors of the
in the world within its area of focus, Agriculture
report determined that the region has four definite
and Forestry, on the QS World University Ranking,
and five potential areas of strength, all of which are
and ninth in the world among small universities in
within the medical sciences.
Times Higher Education’s ranking The World’s Best
Small Universities 2017.
The definite areas are:
Another, more concrete niche to develop – on
- Medical biochemistry
which the Swedish government also focused in its
- Dermatology
most recent research proposition – is bioinformatics
- Obstetrics and gynaecology
research. Since there is access to comprehensive
- Reproductive medicine (fertility treatment etc.)
and well-organised statistics and large biobanks in
And the potential areas are:
the Scandinavian countries, the conditions are very
favourable.
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region. Among them are pharmacy research – which
concerns the development of new medicine – at the
University of Copenhagen, and coagulation research
at Lund University. The research on chemical ecology at the Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences is thriving, although it is not very wide-ranging.

The area in which the highest expectations on the
region’s future research are mounting is another,
however. The large, international materials research
facilities ESS and MAX IV in Lund, which will be
the most advanced in the world in neutron and
synchrotron light research, respectively, will entail
great opportunities for life science research. MAX
IV was inaugurated in the summer of 2016, but
according to plan, work is still being done on the
beamlines and experiment set-ups, which are not
quite complete. ESS will be inaugurated in 2023.
Throughout the region, the belief is strong that the
research facilities will fortify research in e.g. structural biology. Despite – or rather, owing to – their
international nature, which means that local researchers will compete on equal terms with researchers
from all over the world for research time at the
facilities, it is anticipated that greater numbers of
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international researchers will come to the Medicon
Valley area, and can collaborate with and inspire
those already working in the region. That awareness
of the potential of ESS and MAX IV has spread
is plainly evident in the number of projects and
initiatives started to ensure that local and regional
researchers and businesses will be able to exploit the
potentials of the two research facilities to the fullest.
(Read more on page 49.)
ESS and MAX IV also balance out the Danish
and Swedish parts of Medicon Valley to a degree. As
eastern Denmark is a capital region and the location
of the region’s largest and most successful university,
there is a clear emphasis on the Danish side of the
Øresund. The two facilities’ placement just north of
Lund offsets that somewhat.
Denmark has also made significant investments
in both ESS and MAX IV, however. ESS’ data
centre has been placed in Copenhagen, as Denmark
and Sweden are both host countries for ESS, and
Danish collaboration at MAX IV comprises e.g. the
beamline DanMAX.
In a broader research perspective, it is clear that the
learning institutions on the Swedish side are aware
of the collaborations with the larger University of
Copenhagen, and like to emphasise them – the same
is true of all of the universities on the Swedish side
of the Strait. The University of Copenhagen on the
other hand prefers to look outward, emphasising
its international collaborations and membership in
exclusive research networks such as IARU, the International Alliance of Research Universities.
Representatives of the University of Copenhagen are, however, calling for increased collaboration over the Øresund. Among other things,
Morten Pejrup, Vice Dean of Research at the Faculty of Science at the University of Copenhagen,
would like to see better incentives for the creation
of Swedish-Danish research projects and –environments. There is also potential for the region in that
wish, where – with the exception of several distinct
areas – Swedish-Danish local research collaborations are not particularly comprehensive today.
If knowledge of the other learning institutions
in the region increases – and in extension, also
contact – the advantage will be a greater exchange
of experience and more potential collaborative
partners in the region, and it will also become
clearer how research at each university and in each
group can find its own niche and complement the
work being done elsewhere, both regionally and
nationally, rather than compete with it.
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ABOUT THIS REPORT
This report is intended as a survey of life
science research in the Medicon Valley region,
its strengths and its potential. The work has
largely involved extracting previously unknown
data, as the term “life science” overlaps the
traditional distinctions made in the university
world. Although transdisciplinarity is becoming
more common and popular, university statistics generally adhere to the classic faculty- and
department divisions. However, research in
the life sciences is conducted within medicine,
science and engineering, and sometimes even
in the social sciences. Sometimes the entirety
of a department’s research can be classified as
life science, and sometimes only parts.
Determining which researchers and subject
areas the life science umbrella term should
comprise has required that the learning institutions perform new calculations and evaluations. It is a time-consuming task, and time is
often in high demand. However, life science
is considered more and more important for
society, not least when politicians are investing
greater resources in strengthening research
and the industry.
One concern is that there is no definitive
definition of the term “life science”. It clearly
concerns the study of life, but the breadth of
the definition depends on who is posing and
answering the questions. The definition, or
definitions, that has been used for this report
are detailed in the fact box on page 62.
The information contained in this report has
been primarily retrieved from the universities
themselves, as well as from interviews with
their representatives and researchers. The
interviewees, with the exception of the cases
in which mere background information was in
question, are named within the articles.
Information about the number of researchers and students, as well as articles and citations, was gathered via a written questionnaire
that was sent to each university. The interviews
have formed the foundation of the section of
this report that deals with each university’s
areas of strength within the life sciences. All
interviewees have had the opportunity to factcheck the text. Furthermore, all informants
were given the opportunity to read the report
before it went to print.
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REFERENCE LIST
Primary references: the universities themselves, via
a survey and interviews.
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Interviewees are identified in the articles.

Authorities and organisations
• Ministry of Higher Education and Science (Denmark)
• Ministry of Education and Research (Sweden)
• Innovation Fund Denmark
• The Danish National Research Foundation
• The Swedish Research Council

•
•
•
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•
•
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• Statistics Sweden (SCB)
• The Danish Ministry of Taxation

• Forskarskattenämnden (Sweden)
• Universities Denmark
• Swedish Higher Education Authority
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• QS World University Rankings

• Shanghai Ranking
• Times Higher Education

Reports
• FORSK2025 – Promising Research Areas of the
Future. (The Danish Agency for Research and
Innovation, 2017).
• FORSK2020 – Strategic Research Horizons. (The
Danish Agency for Research and Innovation,
2012).
• Life science i verdensklasse. Anbefalinger fra regeringens vækstteam for life science. (World-class
Life Science. Recommendations from the Danish
Life Science Growth Team. The Danish Life Science
Growth Team, 2017).
• Dansk life science under mikroskop. (Danish Life
Science under the Lens; Iris Group, 2017).
• Private fonde – en unik aktør i dansk forskning.
(Private Foundations – A Unique Actor in Danish
Research; DEA, 2012).
• Sveriges budgetproposition för 2017 - utbildning
och universitetsforskning. (Sweden’s Budget
Proposition for 2017 – Education and University
Research. The Swedish Government, 2016)

• Regeringens proposition 2016/17:50. Kunskap
i samverkan – för samhällets utmaningar och
stärkt konkurrenskraft. (Government Proposition
2016/17:50. Cooperative Knowledge – for Society’s
Challenges and Strong Competitive Power. The
Swedish Government, 2016)
• Kartläggning av studieavgifter. Redovisning av
ett regeringsuppdrag. (Survey over Tuition Fees.
Report on a Government Mission. Swedish Higher
Education Authority, 2017)
• Att möta den högre utbildningens utmaningar (Meeting the Challenges of Higher Education. Institute
for Evaluation of Labour Market and Education
Policy, IFAU, 2016)
• Forskning i Region Sjælland, årsrapport 2016.
(Research in Region Zealand, Annual report 2016.
Region Sjælland, 2017)
• Forskning i Region Hovedstaden. En region i verdensklasse. (Research in the Capital Region of Denmark.
A World-class Region. Region Hovedstaden, 2017)

Background material
• New home for the European Medicine Agency
(KPMG Switzerland, 2017)
• Forskningsfinansieringen vid svenska universitet
och högskolor. Intäkter till forskning och utbildning
på forskarnivå 2005-2015. (Research Funding at
Swedish Universities and Colleges. Revenues to Research and Education on the Research Level 20052015. Swedish Higher Education Authority, 2017)
• Forskningsbarometer 2015. Forskning og Innovation: Analyse og Evaluering 7/2015. (Research Barometer 2015. Research and Innovation: Analysis

and Evaluation 7/2015. Danish Ministry of Higher
Education and Science, Danish Agency for Science
and Higher Education, 2015)
• Pengestrømme i Danmarks forsknings- og
innovationssystem. Analyse og Evaluering 2/2016.
(Figures on Research and Innovation Figures
2015. Money Flow in Denmark’s Research and
Innovation System. Analysis and Evaluation
2/2016. Danish Ministry of Higher Education and
Science, Danish Agency for Science and Higher
Education, 2016)
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Behind the report - Medicon Valley Alliance:
THE FOLLOWING ORGANIZATIONS AND COMPANIES ARE
CURRENTLY MEMBERS OF THE MVA BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Medicon Valley Alliance (MVA) is a non-profit membership organization in the Danish-Swedish life
science cluster Medicon Valley, which is a part of Greater Copenhagen. Our 245 members, who
together employ approximately 140.000 people, represents the region’s triple helix and include
universities, hospitals, human life science business, regional governments and service providers.

MEDICON VALLEY ALLIANCE
MVA is a Gold Label-certified, non-profit member organisation in the Danish-Swedish life science cluster Medicon Valley. Its
250 members include universities, hospitals, human life science businesses, regional governments and service providers
that employ approximately 140 000 people and represent the Region’s ’double triple-helix’. The activities in MVA focus on
strengthening collaborations for a vibrant life science ecosystem in Medicon Valley through networking events and increased
collaboration across borders and sectors.
THE VISION
The vision is to be a well-known and respected member-driven contributor to the realisation and positioning
of Medicon Valley as the most competitive and vital life
science cluster in Northern Europe.

THE MISSION
MVA is committed to realising Medicon Valley’s potential by
facilitating networking, knowledge-sharing, and collaboration, analysing challenges and potentials, and mobilising
support from key opinion leaders.

CALL TO ACTION
Read more about the Danish-Swedish life science cluster organisation Medicon Valley Alliance’s events and activities on
www.mva.org, where you can also find more information about how YOUR company can benefit from a membership.

